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Three of the 20 new trucks purchased in 2018!

Looking back at 2018, we began
the year by restructuring and
merging 6 separate operating
companies (including Warren
Transport, Quarry Services,
Environmental Materials and
Weave Consulting) into a single
Weave Corporation. The different operating
companies are now Divisions instead of
standalone companies. This was a huge
effort that has resulted in large efficiency
gains. For example, each month we no
longer need to produce 6 sets of financials or
process 6 separate payrolls. We’re also now
more unified as an organization as we also
restructured how the business is managed.
At the beginning of 2018, Jim Weaver
stepped back in as CEO, and a new Board of
Directors, responsible for providing an active
corporate governance function for all
Divisions, was established. The Board and
Division Managers have successfully worked
throughout the year to continuously improve
operations and achieve business goals. The
Divisions have also done a fantastic job more
intentionally sharing ideas, knowledge,
resources and equipment across locations.
All has bolstered our ability to deliver better
solutions to our customers.
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 Facing an industry driver shortage,
recruiting efforts were bolstered and more
than 10 new owner-operators joined the
team.
 WT also held 2 driver appreciation events
to show gratitude for a job well done and
will continue these events in 2019.
 2018 showed outstanding safety results!
Congratulations to EMI and WT Rapid City
for having zero OSHA recordable
incidents.
 Environmental Materials (EM) sold its oil
field drying agent products to 6 states in
2018: ND, SD, MT, WY, CO, UT.
“We achieved a huge amount in 2018 and
ended the year with very positive momentum,
so we extend a heartfelt thanks to all of our
customers and employees for the great
relationships, strong support and loyalty.”
- Jim Weaver, CEO/Board Chairman

Moving forward into 2019: WT will be
Notable in 2018:
celebrating its 30th Anniversary! This is a
 The following 15+ year work anniversaries: milestone accomplishment only possible due
Ralph Arnold – WT Driver (20 years); Mike to the hard work of all of our valuable
employees and support of great customers
Blanton – WT Driver (19 yrs); Gary
over the years. Our 2019 priorities are to be
Campbell – QS Operator (18 yrs); Scott
Evans – QS Manager (18 yrs); Ron Harris an employer of choice, to focus on
continuous operational improvement, to
– QS Operator (17 yrs); James Tillman –
identify new revenue opportunities, and to
QS Operator (17 yrs); Ken Guffey – WT
Driver (15 yrs). THANK YOU so much for always put the customer first. We’ll continue
investing in the future by purchasing more
your years of dedication and service!
new trucks for our fleet. We’re also looking at
 WT continued to invest in its future by
purchasing a number of new trailers to
purchasing 20 new trucks.
support some exciting new projects that we’re
 The transportation market was busy!
looking forward to sharing more information
Warren Transport (WT) trucks drove
on as we move ahead in the year! We have
approximately 4,500,000 miles and
accomplished a lot, and are very proud of the
delivered to 11 states (MT, ND, CO, ID,
fantastic employees and customers who have
MN, SD, OR, NE, UT, WA, WY) and
supported us along the way!
Canada.
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WT Celebrates 30 Years in Business! We thought our readers

would be interested in learning more about our history. Jim Weaver, CEO and owner,
is a self-made entrepreneur who leads by example with a remarkable work
ethic. Growing up in a small farming community in Iowa, he developed a love
for operating heavy equipment and owned his first limestone quarry in his early twenties.
He branched into the trucking industry in the 1980s. Warren Transport (then known as
Warren Way West) was started in 1989 in Laurel, MT with just 4 drivers and mainly hauled
limestone out of the Montana Limestone quarry in Warren, MT. Jim and his wife, Diane,
worked hard to grow WT and acquired various trucking operations throughout the years.
They had the vision to diversify business interests into real estate, mining operations,
construction, remediation, industrial by-product recycling, oil field services, farming and
more. Today, the Weave Companies employ hundreds of people and have numerous
Jim and Diane Weaver
at December 2018
office locations across multiple states. Jim and Diane have said that the things they have
Company Holiday Party
done exceptionally well in business are taking risk and putting ideas into action, having an
unstoppable drive, fighting through market downturns, and most importantly, caring about
and hiring the right, talented people to help carry out their vision. *TIMELINE*: 1989 – Warren Way West was founded;
1993 – Warren Way West changed its name to Warren Transport, Inc.; 1999 – Weavers incorporated Environmental
Materials, Inc. (EMI).; 2000 – Gray Rock Trucking was purchased and the name was changed to Quarry Services,
Inc. (QS) to manage aggregate mining and hauling operations. Weavers established the real estate business, JDW,
Inc., and purchased the WT Billings Headquarter’s lot.; 2001 – WT purchased McGinley Trucking and established
the Belgrade, MT Branch. 2002 – WT acquired Little Rock Trucking and opened the Warren, MT Branch. 2005 – WT
Hardin, MT Branch was established. 2008 – JDW purchased a large property in Lockwood, MT for business expansion
opportunities and farming. 2009 – EMI opened a new ash bagging and blending facility with a 100 ton ash silo on JDW’s
Lockwood, MT property. 2011 – WT expanded into SD and opened the Rapid City, SD Branch. 2013 –Weave
Management Group, Inc. was established to streamline management and operations across all Affiliated Companies.
Pinnacle Services, Inc. is established to operate a waste management facility in ND. 2014 – Weave Consulting,
Inc. was established with the acquisition of Resource Management Associates. 2015 – EMI expanded its blending and
bagging facility in Killdeer, ND and moved all blending operations to ND. 2018 – All operating companies merged into a
single, consolidated legal entity called ‘The Weave Companies’ operated under the Warren Transport tax ID.

WT Branch News: Fleet — WT purchased 20 new trucks in 2018 and plans to further

enhance its fleet by purchasing even more in 2019! The new trucks have been dispersed amongst the
Branch locations, and Drivers have been very excited to receive them. Billings, MT Branch — The
Branch had a great year and hauled for all 3 Billings refineries (CHS, Phillips 66 and Exxon) for the first
time in its history. The Branch has also done a fantastic job supporting the Billings Generation
(Rosebud Energy) long term contract, and helping out the other Branches with operational support when
needed. Belgrade, MT Branch — We are excited to announce that Steve Innis was hired in October
Innis
as the new Belgrade Division Manager for WT. He comes to
us with strong industry knowledge and over 10 years of
Rapid City Driver, Roger Ness, and Belgrade
experience in trucking as a Driver and as a Manager. He
Driver, Max Watson, with their new trucks.
also worked for the WT Belgrade Division as a Driver for 6
years, so has firsthand knowledge of the Branch’s
operations and customers. The Belgrade Branch is also
starting to prepare for a new cement haul from Three Forks,
MT to Arco, ID to support a Department of Defense nuclear
waste storage project that will start in the Spring. Hardin,
MT Branch — With power prices up, WT trucks have been
busy hauling coal from the Absaloka Mine to Hardin
Generating Station, which is a 24/7 job! Rapid City, SD
Branch — The Branch has seen steady growth and is
currently running between 13 to 15 trucks per day. It had a
very strong second half of the year with new Pete Lien work
hauling hydrated lime from Rapid City going up to
Saskatchewan, Canada for use in asphalt for road
construction. The Branch also hauled Pete Lien lime on
flatbeds to different apple warehouses along the Columbia
River Basin in Washington State through late Summer and
Fall. The apple warehouses use the bagged lime to put in
the storage units to help preserve the fruit to keep it from
New truck with a flatbed load of lime going to the
spoiling. (continued p. 3…)
apple warehouses in Washington state.

WT Branch News (cont. from p. 2…) Warren, MT Branch — The Branch had a

successful year supporting the Montana Limestone Company contract hauling
limestone products to MLC’s finegrind mill, rail load out facility and Wyoming Lime
Producers plant. The team also stayed busy hauling cement and aggregate for many
construction and wind farm projects and sugar rock for Western Sugar.

Hiring Drivers!
Home Nights &
Weekends

www.warrentruckingjobs.com

Quarry Services (QS) News — The Quarry Services division had a very strong second half of
the year supporting mining operations for Graymont’s Indian Creek Mine in Townsend, MT following a slow
start to 2018 because a kiln was down. Since mid-year, QS has added two full time employees to help with
the increased demand for shuttling limestone and operating haul trucks and loaders. QS has also been
supporting other projects around the mine. The most prominent one was the Canyon Ferry rip rap supply and delivery
project that Weave Consulting recently
Pictured left, Canyon Ferry rip rap
completed where QS provided
project. Pictured below, WC’s exploration
excavators, trucks/trailers and
drill project to support 24-hour drillling
personnel to assist in the timely
activity at Graymont in Townsend, MT.
delivery of rock to Canyon Ferry. This
project, along with the excavation work
for Graymont’s addition to their office
were great achievements by the team.

Weave Consulting (WC):

WC’s focus has been completing the
aforementioned rip rap supply and delivery contract with the Bureau of
Reclamation where they supplied 7200 tons of rip rap to Canyon Ferry for the
dust abatement dikes that were originally constructed in 1973 to shield
Townsend, MT from dust. Ryan Proctor, Supervisory Civil Engineer, Bureau of Reclamation
said, “Weave Consulting was tasked with supplying rip rap in sizes ranging from 12" to
54". Riprap of this size and quantity is notoriously difficult to procure in the commercial
market. WC was able to meet the gradation and delivery requirements, completing the
project on time and just before the winter weather set in. Thank you to Weave Consulting for
your work on this project.” WC has also been supporting the 24-hour exploration drilling
activity with Graymont while continuing to provide technical services to its mining clients
including: UAV mapping, professional permitting work and reclamation budgets.

Environmental Materials(EMI): EMI had a fantastic 2018

with increased drying agent sales as more oil rigs moved into ND, and
also began seeing increased interest in the WY market. To keep up
with demand, EMI has recently added 3 new bagging operator positions to their team,
Austin Fisher, Levi Wolf, and Travis Stradley. Fisher was recognized by his peers
and received Employee of the Month recognition for his performance in November. A
new 2019 Telehandler for Killdeer, ND’s bagging facility was also purchased. EMI’s
team has also worked hard to improve the efficiency of its bagging facility operations by
putting more focused standard operating procedures in place.

Austin Fisher receiving
his award in front of new
Telehandler.

SAFETY FIRST: Trucking Industry Hours of Service Rules Debate — There is an

industry debate regarding the safety effectiveness of the current federally mandated Hours of Service
(HOS) rules that professional drivers need to follow. The Owner-Operator Independent Drivers
Association (OOIDA) is looking to pull the HOS more in line with the realities of the road that drivers face
day in and day out. They filed a petition with the FMCSA asking for the administration to consider making
some changes to the HOS rules. The petition calls for allowing drivers to “pause” their 14-hour clock for up to 3 straight
hours during a day. Together with eliminating the 30-minute rest break rule,OOIDA feels that this
change would give drivers greater flexibility and would improve safety. Drivers would still be required
to take 10 off-duty hours in a row before starting their clock again, so the increased flexibility wouldn’t
come at the expense of drivers’ rest. “Current HOS regulations force truckers to comply with a
regulatory framework that jeopardizes their safety and the safety of the traveling public,” writes Todd
Spencer, OOIDA President. “The federal HOS should foster safe driving habits, not prevent them.”
Some WT Drivers were asked what they think about the current regulations. Donna Colver, WT
Billings Driver said, “The 11 hour driving rule doesn’t bother me, but the 30 minute break is irrelevant
to my run. I don’t drive for countless hours at a time. I drive for a few hours and then am in and out of
Colver
the truck to load/unload. This is a “break” to me and can be refreshing. (continued p. 4)
Jennifer Kondracki / Editor

jkondracki@weavemanagement.com

406-245-8833 Send corrections or suggestions!

High Five Awards:

Since the last newsletter,
the following employees
went the extra mile, were
nominated by their coworkers, and each received $100 and
a recognition certificate: Jennifer
Baringer, LaShawn Bernhardt,
Floyd Bruins, Roger Buskirk, Todd Cazier, Mike
Hampton, Leslie Hargrove, Will Held, Cori Holt,
Christina Lynch, Jennifer Ratzlaff, Tracy Reis,
Jody Shaffer, Toni Stein and Steve Walks.

HOS Rules Debate (cont. from p. 3…) “Having no flexibility and
being forced to stop for 30 min. and then race to stay within the
14 hour window just adds more stress to my job.” Rob
Brasher, WT Warren Branch Driver said, “The 10 hours off
between shifts is a good amount of time. What I don’t like is
the 11 hour driving restriction along with the 14 hour timeclock.
A good driver knows when they are rested and when they need
to stop and take a break based upon how they are feeling.”

Since July 2013, when HOS changed significantly, industry
Crash ratings have actually increased 8.7%. LaShawn
Bernhardt, WT’s Fleet Safety Specialist said, “Having
regulations on driving hours is important; however, it’s clear
that the current rules are complicated and can be restrictive.
Weave Employee Hardship Fund: The
For example, the 14 hour rule forces Drivers to drive when they
Hardship Fund assists employees of the Weave
might be tired because if they take a short nap in the day, they
Companies in times of need. The lifetime funding of
might run out of time before completing their run. It’s good to
the hardship account is $21,933.90 and the lifetime
benefits paid are $9,523.14. This fund is available to see the industry taking action, especially now with ELD’s
counting literally every second of each day, so a driver can
help any employee in need. Applying is easy and
confidential. Contact Judy Garrett, HR Director, with receive a violation for being 30 seconds over any HOS
regulation.”
questions at 406-245-8833.

Clean Inspection Safety Awards: Each

month, drivers receiving clean DOT inspections are
entered into a $50 award drawing. Mechanics
handling maintenance on the winning driver’s truck
also receive $50. Congratulations! Drivers: Jason
Buechler, Greg Littler, Brian McNeil, Gerald
Trenary Mechanics: Frank Alvarado, Connor
Rivers, Tanner Fisher, Mike Gomez, Brett Goff,
Ryan Joy, Darnell March, Ned Pittman

Recruiting — To bolster recruiting

efforts, Craig Ashworth, has joined the
team as our Corporate Recruiter. Craig is
a graduate of MSU Bozeman and most
recently worked as an Account Rep for
Ecolab in Williston, ND. Since Craig was
hired in Oct., over 20 new employees have
been hired! Holiday Giving — We
have a generous group! WT employees
brought 42 toys to the Billings holiday
THE WEAVE WAY
party to be donated to Toys for Tots. WT
Ashworth pictured
Driven by honesty and personal accountability, adopted a family of 7 for Christmas this
with his son at
we are committed to a culture of safety,
year, and put forth a $20 match per
recent holiday party
teamwork, superior financial and operating
employee toy donated to buy gifts for the
results, and the growth of every team
family. All 5 children received new winter coats, hats, boots, and
member. We strive to exceed the expectations of gloves as well as toys, books, treats and games; plus gift cards
our customers and co-workers.
for the parents. A huge thanks to all involved!

